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Work Sheet 12 

Tools Continued 

We can now practise drawing Curved lines using the same Tool as used in 

Worksheet 11. 

Select the Tool Option “Outline Shape”, place your cursor 

onto your page. 

 

By Left Clicking your first point will be placed “1”. Using the images below as an 

example, move the mouse to a similar position as “2” and Left Click again, 

position “3” and then Left Click again. To complete your Line, you can either 

press Enter, Esc or Right Click and Select “Finish Section” as shown below.  

 

 

 

Next, we will Draw around a point shape and a Rounded shape together. 

We will use the Half Moon shape attached to the email. Please OPEN, Moon 

Jpeg in Artistic.  

OPEN as BACKDROP in Artistic. It is important to “OPEN AS 

BACKDROP” for the following procedure. When this window is 

confirmed, the Half Moon Shape will be placed onto your 

working page.  

As this is a Backdrop image it is only used for Drawing Around 

manually 
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Now we are going to draw around the Half Moon 

Start at the Half Moon top tip point, remember to Hold your 

“Shift Key” down and Click to get your Start Point, (release your 

“Shift Key”), move to the next point. Leave a small distance 

between each Click, (not too small). 

The Line will start to Curve and follow the 

shape. When you get to the bottom Half Moon tip point, 

Hold down your “Shift Key” and Click, this will create the 

turning point otherwise you would not get a point. Continue 

as before to create your Half Moon Shape. 

As above stop before you come back to your Start Point, 

Right click and select “Close Section”. 

You should now have the Half Moon Shape on your page as an embroidery 

design. 

NOTE, when placing your points around a Curve or a Square. 

If you place a point incorrectly, you can press BACKSPACE on our Keyboard this 

will take you back one step, each time you press BACKSPACE. 

When the design is completed and you are satisfied with the result you can 

change your colours and your Outline Stitch as shown below. 

Red and Gold, Satin Outline, 2mm Width.  

You can also Resize the Design if you wish. 

 


